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Moving forward while looking 
back, the French are creating a new 

look in décor. Within apartments in Paris, 

châteaux in the Loire Valley and bastides in 

Provence are found instantly recognizable 

signatures of national identity: finely crafted 

wood pieces, splendid mirrors and grand-

mère’s lovingly cared for linens. But in this 

age of merging sensibilities, European mid-

century modern furnishings—both vintage 

and new—also adorn settings.

Amidst abstract works of art hovering on 

walls, painted furniture mingles easily with 

budget-friendly finds from assorted cultures, 

such as wool rugs and hand-embroidered 

linens from India, and pottery, artisan-made 

pillows, throws and vintage textiles from 

remote markets in Morocco.

With a mix of passion and panache, taste and 

resourcefulness sitting behind most every 

imposing door, Betty Lou Phillips, ASID, 

takes a close look at the French ever-so-chic 

way with design.

Betty Lou PhiLLiPs  is the award-

wining author of a dozen books on French 

design, including her most recent, The 

Allure of French and Italian Décor, French 

Impressions and Inspirations from France and 

Italy. Ms. Phillips lives in Dallas, Texas. 

Dan Piassick has photographed most all 

of Betty Lou Phillips’ books. His work has 

also been seen in magazines such as Veranda, 

Ladies Home Journal and D Magazine.  

He lives in Dallas. 
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From the statement-making Bars de Montpel l ier  reclaimed stone f looring that 

originally embellished a seventeenth-century bastide  (two-story country house), to 

the stone surround openings (two unseen), to the eighteenth-century furnishings, 

there is no shortage of panache in a hall d’entrée. The hand-painted panels adorning 

the ceiling are from the same era but transported from Sicily by Chateau Domingue, 

Houston, the premier stateside source for European architectural antiques. Sterling 

roses add an unexpected note of color to the otherwise monochromatic aesthetic. 

Demystifying  
frenCh style

durIng the eIghteenth century, France 

astonished the world with her masterful artisanship, setting stan-

dards of excellence that tastemakers worldwide openly admire and 

by which they judge Fine French Furnishings and most everything 

else. Along posh Paris streets lined with luxury boutiques and high-

end antiques, and in secondhand shops throughout the provinces, 

it is both well known and accepted that the French still are famously 

hard to please, three centuries later. 

Indeed, they expect a level of workmanship that, more often than 

not, only money can buy. Faced with the task of returning an aging 

manor to splendor it has not seen for years, the conventional wis-

dom is that some things are better left undone rather than done 

poorly or given a quick fix. this is why many of the more than one 

hundred châteaux built centuries ago in the loire valley remain in 

serious disrepair, leaving some with leaking mansard roofs, falling 

stone, rotting window frames, crumbling plaster walls, buckling 

wooden floors and unreliable heating, languishing unoccupied after 

passing from one generation to the next.
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d e m y s t I F y I n g  F r e n c h  s t y l e d e m y s t I F y I n g  F r e n c h  s t y l e 

Above:  Might this dwelling take inspiration from internationally famous writer and illustrator Ludwig Bemelmans, who 

wrote, “In an old house in Paris that was covered with vines lived twelve little girls in two straight lines . . . the smallest one 

was Madeline.” FAcing:  Minimalist room? Yes, but dramatic—as space limitations did not justify scrimping on style. 

Nineteenth-century amenities—stone walls, patterned flooring, door and hardware—are note worthy backdrops for a 

powder room sink with a petit  si lhouette.

to the French, quality is paramount. wood pieces with deep carving, tongue-and-grove joints 

(rooted in medieval europe) and the patina of age are coveted. durable, kiln-dried hardwood 

frames (made from oak, elm, hickory, ash or maple) and eight-way hand-tied construction are 

the foundations of well-crafted sofas and chairs, with legs being a continuation of the frame 

and joints doweled with thick wooden pins rather than simply screwed into the frame. softwood 

frames (pine, cedar, douglas fir and plywood) are less sturdy, while joints screwed and then 

glued tend to squeak and split over time. no matter how well made the frame or beautiful the 

design, comfort is key, implying an innerspring core with tempered steel springs, preferably 

brass-plated, and webbing secured eight ways (in all directions) to the frame. 

to be sure, happiness can be prohibitively expensive. yet to the gallic way of thinking, settling 

for second best can equate to a pricey lesson when that affordable alternative begets short-

lived joy. (or, worse, needs replacing in a few years.) therefore, offering no apologies for their 

relentless search for quality or appetite for elegance, furnishings are the best one can manage, 

testifying to one’s impeccable taste. 
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F l u e n t  F r e n c h

Above:  Merging form and function brings a touch of charm to the room, while the tonal palette increases the 

sense of space. Right:  Grand or petite, salons  boast thoughtfully curated accessories as bold (reproduction 

étrusque  head from Musée du Louvre boutique) or understated (baskets that keep magazines within easy 

reach) as one’s look demands. By French standards, the best scale for tables that back up to roomy 84- to 

96-inch sofas requires leaving no more than 10 inches exposed on a side. 






